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the only strange thing that happened was when hum dil de chuke sanam became one of the most famous films in india in the 1980s. people
would call me up to tell me who the film was about. would you be interested in seeing the whole name? i could never build an entire hindi

film in the way i wanted it. i tried my best to get all the numbers, the right numbers, for hum dil de chuke sanam. i did what everyone does
— talked to producers. they told me what they had produced before and what they had budgeted. but i told them that it was more

important for me that what i had to say was good. if that meant asking for more, asking for less, asking for something else — this was good.
i tried everything for hum dil de chuke sanam; everyone told me how it was not a good idea. but i persisted. when i screened sanjay-ji's film
in london, a friend of ours took the 10-hour journey from mumbai. sanjay saw his friend, and told him, 'your friends will go crazy when you

tell them what your friend has just done.' the next day, he told us the same thing. we laughed, but it was true. sanjay was my hero. my
mentor. my friend. and, what i dreamed of being, my husband. he took care of me while i was alive. and when i died, he did what he could
to change mumbai for the better. he is humble, kind, intelligent and fair. but most of all, he is the source of all my art. the most talented
person i know, the greatest film-maker of our time, and the biggest heart. he has given me everything. i set this kind of a mission to test

myself. i decided that i have to work as hard as sanjay did. i would have to come up with my own project. i wanted to get out of the comfort
of being an actor. i wanted to be on the centre-stage. i wanted to be a film-maker. i wanted to make a good film, which i wanted to be seen.

the beginning of writing in the story and asking myself to make a real film was the result of a good intention.
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the crazy thing is that they have a
fight. they fight for two hours. and the
next morning, rahul gandhi is still the

same. they didn't get what they
wanted at night. but rahul gandhi is the

same. he listens, he asks questions
and, in many cases, contradicts their

views. i would have loved to add more.
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for example, the part where the
security guards start to speak about

the founding of the nation, or the
difference between farmers and

labourers. there was a lot more, but i
think i have said enough. yes, hum dil

de chuke sanam is a film and a
dialogue that is dead, or should be. but
if you look around, the celebration of
movies and the cinema in pakistan is
also a far cry. it's not like it used to be
in the days of the greats or even in the
early 2000s. no. not now. this is a film

from the 90s. this is a relationship
story. this is a love story. this is a
character study. this is a human

drama. this is a youth struggle. this is a
slice of life. this is a celebration of

cinema. this is an old, bold, courageous
and, above all, a free cinema. as for
leela bhansali's views on modi, it's
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about as useful as mine. what do i
know? i'm not a movie director. but i
do know this - more bollywood stars

should make a film on him. it's good to
show a human side to your political

leaders. it's good to remind them that
they are people too. the rich, famous,
powerful and financially rich are just

that - people. with that in mind, i have
made a request to the makers of

dhoom 3 - please make a bollywood
version of the film. i really want to see
the film and maybe one day i could.

but i would also like to see how it
compares to gajendra badhe.
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